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MOTORBIKE 
WAX & POLISH

Developed with 

Carnauba Wax to leave 

a deep, glossy shine

MOTORBIKE 
SILICONE SHINE

Brightens and protects 

plastic and rubber fittings 

MOTORBIKE 
CHAIN LUBE

For dry conditions, with 

superb anti-fling and O, X 

and Z ring compatibility

A WINNING 

LINE-UP  

FOR 20l4

Follow us on  and 

FOLLOW THE ACTION  

AT TEAMWD40.COM

CLEAN LUBE PROTECTLUBE PROTECTPROTECT

Strictly Shale 
If a picture paints a thousand words, then this book paints 

179,000 of them – all about ‘one of the last easily accessible and 

authentic bastions of working-class culture’. Or speedway racing, 

as described by author Jeff Scott. Words are limited to a short 

introduction and 179 pages are dedicated to photos of speedway 

people and places, with barely a moving bike in sight. 

■ www.methanolpress.com

Knox Track Vest
The Aegis back protector is now featured in Knox’s 

Track Vest, which is a breathable and wicking 

stretch-fit vest to keep the back protector fitting 

snugly to the rider’s back, with vents to keep them 

cool. The Aegis meets the higher Level 2 standard 

of the CE approval test in normal environments and 

also the optional harsher climates of 40° Celsius 

and minus 20° Celsius. Spend another £19.99 and 

the vest can be fitted with a CE-approved 

chest protector.

■ www.planet-knox.com

£149
.99

£816
.57

Mikuni RS Series carbs 
for classics

These flat-slide carbs are designed 

for classic inline four-cylinder road 

and drag racing bikes, boosting 

power thanks to a smoother inlet 

tract and the flat-slide design, with 

a pump set-up boosting low-down 

throttle response. They come in 34-

40mm bore sizes and are far better 

for racing than road use, but boy

 do they look good. 

■ www.allensperformance.co.uk

Datatag Master scheme for used Suzukis
A scheme to fit Datatag markings to new bikes has had a dramatic 

effect on theft. The industry claims a bike marked with Datatag 

Master is four times less likely to be stolen than one without, as 

thieves know marked parts can be identified. Now Suzuki wants 

customers who already own a Suzuki to be protected too, and is 

subsidising similar kits so they’re £55 including installation by an 

official dealer, down from the usual price of £89.99 without fitting.

■ www.suzuki-gb.co.uk

£55

£15


